*Dear editor,*

We read with interest the recent report by Lam and colleagues in this Journal, who compared global rates of respiratory viruses (REF)(1). We found that 20 respiratory pathogens circulated in Beijing, China, and influenza virus, human rhinovirus (hRV) and mycoplasma (MP) were the major pathogens. This information needs to be considered by clinicians when treating patients presenting with influenza-like illness (ILI).

Influenza viruses, other respiratory viruses and bacteria have been detected in patients with ILI (2--4). These respiratory viruses and bacteria, including seasonal humans influenza virus A (sFluA) and humans influenza virus B (sFluB), human coronavirus (hCoV-OC43,hCoV-NL63,hCoV-HKU1 and hCoV-229E), para-influenza virus (PIV 1--4), adenovirus (ADV), enterovirus (EV), hRV, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), boca virus (BoV), human metapneumovirus (hMPV), chlamydia (CM) and MP are well recognized. Patients infected by these pathogens exhibit highly similar symptoms, rendering a clinical diagnosis unreliable and limiting aetiological and epidemiological studies.[@bib0002] Elucidating the epidemiological characteristics and regularity of ILI pathogens is of great significance in guiding clinical diagnoses and avoiding the abuse of antibiotics.
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Of the 6327 ILI, the overall prevalence of influenza was 18.90% (1196/6327). Relatively low detection rates have even been reported in studies conducted in other geographical areas, such as Gansu Province in China,[@bib0006] in which a prevalence of 14.22% (501/59,791) was reported in a study conducted between 2010 and 2016. Nevertheless, other studies have reported relatively high detection rates in regions such as the Northern Hemisphere (2013--2014)[@bib0004] and Guangdong Province in China (2017--2018),[@bib0007] at 20.48% (1086/5303) and 28.33% (2137/7543), respectively. Regarding the pathogen spectrum of ILI in Beijing, the dominant strains in 2016--2018 were H3N2 and B-Victoria (2016), H3N2 and H1N1 (2017), H3N2 and B-Yamagata (2018), indicating that different dominant subtypes of influenza viruses in this region alternate. The discrepancies in the influenza detection rates among patients with ILI from different areas highlighted the geographical differences in virus burdens. However, these geographical differences in the detection rate may have been affected by several other factors, such as different technical approaches, sampling periods, study durations, or target populations (global population, paediatric population, etc.).[@bib0001] ^,^ [@bib0003]

A Pearson correlation analysis was performed considering the numbers of influenza-positive cases and non-influenza cases; the result showed that the former was not correlated with the latter (rs = −0.707, *P* \< 0.05) (Fig. S4). Moreover, among the non-influenza respiratory pathogens, hRV and MP maintained high positivity levels, and the RSV infection rate increased annually ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). The results of this study are similar to those of ILI in Ho Chi Minh city[@bib0005] and Zhuhai city.[@bib0002]

It was hRV that had a detection rate of 3.41% (216/6327) in this study; hRV had a great impact on persons under 60 years old and was a major viral pathogen of ILI during the study period (Table 1). In many regions of the world, there have been reports of outbreaks caused by hRV, such as the UK (2009--2017)[@bib0008] and Vietnam (2013--2015),[@bib0005] at 2.14% and 8.8%, respectively. Our study showed that hRV infection occurred predominantly in April, July, and August, with the majority of cases in the 5--24 years age group ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). The virus was also highly associated with influenza and other pathogens. Respiratory symptoms caused by hRV are complicated, easily leading to a misdiagnosis and delayed treatment.[@bib0009] In the future, it is necessary to strengthen the monitoring of hRV in ILI patients, provide data support for the early warning and prevention of relevant epidemic situations, and avoid large-scale epidemics.

This study also found that MP accounted for a large proportion of the pathogen spectrum of ILI in Beijing, with a detection rate of 2.01%. MP is a common pathogen associated with human respiratory infections that can cause endemic or even global outbreaks among people of all ages.[@bib0010] However, there has been few studies on MP in routine surveillance at home and abroad, and the inclusion of these additional pathogens in ILI studies might greatly increase the positive detection frequency(2). Therefore, in an early epidemic of unexplained fever, it is necessary to be alert to the possibility of MP infection, especially when the epidemic occurs in a closed environment.

The strength of this study was that there were no previous reports on the detection of these 20 pathogens, especially MP and CM, in ILI patients during the influenza epidemic in Beijing. Our study showed that the data from this study people were important reference data, and that understanding the interactions between the different influenza subtypes and types and other respiratory pathogens is critical. In addition, we must improve prevention and management strategies for ILI.

These results demonstrate that a wide range of respiratory pathogens are circulating in Beijing city and that H3N2, H1N1, B-Yamagata, B-Victoria, hRV and MP are the major pathogens. It is recommended that the trend of pathogen spectrum changes in patients with ILI in the region should be continuously monitored. At the same time, the health department should also strengthen the analysis and utilization of monitoring data and track the activity level and variation in influenza virus rates to address fever outbreaks in a timely manner.
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